THE SHAPE OF THINGS TO COME: CLEAR THE AIR

HOW TO USE DUST
COLLECTION TO COMPLY WITH

OSHA'S BERYLLIUM STANDARD
JOB SHOPS AND OTHER METALWORKING
FACILITIES AFFECTED BY THIS STANDARD
MUST COMPLY WITH MOST OF THE
REQUIREMENTS BY MARCH 12, 2018
– THEY HAVE LESS THAN TWO YEARS
TO PROVIDE ANY REQUIRED CHANGE
ROOMS AND SHOWERS AND THREE
YEARS TO IMPLEMENT ENGINEERING
CONTROLS. HERE’S WHY DUST, MIST
AND FUME COLLECTORS ARE THE BEST
STRATEGY TO PROTECT WORKERS FROM
THE DEVASTATING PULMONARY DISEASES
ASSOCIATED WITH BERYLLIUM EXPOSURE.

Jon L ad wig
Camfil APC

By Jon Ladwig

O

SHA's new standard for beryllium exposure updates regulation to prevent chronic beryllium disease and lung cancer
in American workers. The updated rule includes standards for
general industry, construction and shipyards, which reduces the
permissible exposure limit (PEL) and establishes a new short-term
exposure limit. To comply with the new regulations, employers can use
engineering and work practice controls to limit exposure to beryllium
dust. High efficiency dust, fume and mist collectors are recognized
engineering controls that help metalworking facilities achieve compliance and keep operators safe.

REDUCED PERMISSIBLE EXPOSURE LIMIT
Beryllium exposure occurs when beryllium and beryllium-containing
materials are processed in a way that releases airborne beryllium
dust, fume or mist into the workplace air. According to OSHA, approximately 62,000 workers are exposed to beryllium on the job every
year. The new rule aims to sharply reduce both short-term and longterm beryllium exposure as follows:
• Short-term exposure limit: 2.0 µg/m3 over a 15-minute sampling period.
• Long-term exposure limit: 0.2 micrograms per cubic meter of
air (µg/m3) over an eight-hour time-weighted average (TWA)
work shift.

REQUIREMENTS FOR EMPLOYERS
OSHA requires employers to use engineering controls in areas that
have high and low exposure to airborne beryllium. These controls
include wet methods and/or ventilation to capture airborne beryllium
and keep worker exposure below the new PELs. Along with providing
respiratory equipment and personal protective clothing when neces-
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B e r yllium ( B e) is a strong,
light weight, corrosion - resistant,
me tallic e lement that improves the
physical prop e rties of many mat e rials
when add e d as an alloy. A mist colle c t or with a sourc e capture colle c tion
syst em, such as the one shown he re, is the b est solution for op e rations that
use me talworking fluids whe re b e r yllium is present.

sary, employers are required to develop a written exposure control
plan to demonstrate their procedures for achieving compliance. It
must also list the engineering controls in practice to prevent exposure.
Medical exams, health monitoring and recordkeeping are a requirement for employees who have exposure at or above the PEL or who
show signs of beryllium-related health effects.

DUST COLLECTION TO
MEET OSHA'S LOW BERYLLIUM PEL
A dust collector is an accepted and proven engineering control to
help metalworking facilities reduce operator exposure to hazardous
dusts. It filters contaminants to make shops and plants safer and
healthier. A dry media dust collection system containing high efficiency cartridge filters along with high efficiency secondary filters
are the best control for respirable particulates.
Primary filter media is selected based on the dust particle size and
distribution. A higher efficiency media will be required to comply with
OSHA's beryllium standard of a PEL of 0.2 micrograms per cubic meter
of air. Metalworking processes that produce light loading dry dust can
utilize PTFE membrane coated filter media (EN filter class E10/85 percent
on MPPS) for the primary filters. Processes that produce heavier loading
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dusts can also use a high efficiency nanofiber
media (EN filter class F9). Secondary filters
are recommended for use downstream of the
primary filtration system utilizing HEPA filters
(EN filter class H13). They prevent hazardous
dusts from discharging to the atmosphere, and
can be configured to prevent return air ducting
contamination and the associated cost to clean
hazardous dust leakage.

DUST AND FUME CONTROL
FOR WELDING OPERATIONS
A well-designed cartridge system will filter
welding fumes and other hazardous contaminants. These systems use self-cleaning
mechanisms that pulse dirt off the filters,
allowing units to run longer between filter
change-outs. There are three general types
of dust and fume collection systems used to
clean up welding processes:
• Source capture typically utilizes a flexible source capture arm, an enclosure
around the operation, and negative
air pressure to contain the dust. Source
capture requires less air, and is safer
and more efficient with just about any
type of wet or dry collection system.
• Canopy hoods are often used if the
operation's footprint area is a medium size such as 12 ft x 20 ft or less.
Curtains or hard walls may be added
to the sides to create a booth or enclosure, but it is dependent on workspace
requirements and available space.
• Ambient systems filter all of the air in
the shop using a central system or multiple smaller collectors. It’s important
to note that ambient systems are not
a viable option for hazardous dust
control because they do not prevent
the dust from becoming airborne and
dispersed throughout the workspace.

COLLECTING AIRBORNE
BERYLLIUM MIST
Workers can also be exposed through
machining fluid mist in operations where
beryllium is present. When designing equipment for mist removal, the best solution is a
high efficiency mist collector designed to
remove wet coolants using two stages of
long-life coarse and fine filter demisters followed by a HEPA secondary filter.

ASSESSING COMPLIANCE
OSHA states that if airborne beryllium dust,
fume or mist is released into workplace air,
employers must assess the airborne exposure
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High efficiency cart rid ge filt e rs, along with high
efficiency se condar y filte rs, are the b est cont rol
for respirable p articulat es.

of each employee using one of two methods:
• Performance option. Employers
assess the eight-hour TWA exposure
and the 15-minute short-term exposure for each employee on the basis
of air monitoring data and objective
data sufficient to accurately characterize beryllium exposure.
• Scheduled
monitoring
option.
Employers perform initial monitoring
to assess the 8-hour TWA exposure
for each employee on the basis of
one or more personal breathing zone
air samples that reflect the airborne
exposure of employees on each shift,
for each job classification, and in
each work area.

Ple ate d filt e r cart rid ge - st yle
dust and fume colle c t ors can b e
use d for both source capture and ambient
air colle c tion using canopy ho ods.
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and fume collectors.
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